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ABSTRACT
The regulation of tyre pressure is treated as a signiﬁcant aspect of ‘tyre maintenance’ in the domain of autotronics.
The manual supervision of a tyre pressure is typically an ignored task by most of the users. The existing instrumental scheme incorporates stand-alone monitoring with pressure and/or temperature sensors and requires regular manual conduct. Hence these schemes turn to be incompatible for on-board supervision and automated
prediction of tyre condition. In this perspective, the Machine Learning (ML) approach acts appropriate as it exhibits comparison of speciﬁc performance in the past with present, intended for predicting the same in near future.
The current investigation experimentally assesses the suitability of ML scheme for vibration based on-board
supervision of tyre pressure of two wheeled vehicle. In order to examine the vibration response of a wheel
hub, the in-house design & development of DAQ (Data Acquisition System) is described. Micro Electro-Mechanical
Scheme (MEMS) built accelerometer is incorporated with open source hardware and software to collect and store
the data. This framework is easy to develop, monitor and can be retroﬁtted in two wheeled vehicle. For various
pressure conditions, the change in response of wheel hub vibration with respect to time is collected. The statistical
parameters describing these vibration signals are determined and the decision tree is applied to select distinguishing
parameters between extracted parameters. The classiﬁcation of different conditions of tyre pressure is carried out
using ML classiﬁers.
KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction
How frequently do we test the pressure in tyres of automobile? The answer would be ‘usually no’; unless
the automobile itself gives the major indication. Yes, and this will lead to numerous problems!!! Generally
the automobile user manual is referred to select the appropriate tyre pressure. It is always suggested that, tyre
pressure to be supervised regularly, i.e., once in a week or in between the long travel of the automobile or
weighing higher loads as 3–6% natural drop of air pressure for each month is usual. This manual
supervision of the tyre pressure is really a tedious task and typically ignored by 99% users. Operating
tyres at incorrect pressure lead to tragic and pathetic steering, inordinate stretch of sidewalls evolving
heat and hence wear. It is not at all suitable where emergency stop or sudden drive action is expected.
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The under-inﬂated tyres are favorable for rolling resistance which demands more energy to make it turn and
hence affects fuel economy. Speciﬁcally, if a vehicle is operated with pressure less than 5 PSI (pounds per
square inch) than expected value, then life of tyre get shorten by around 25%. On the other hand over-inﬂated
tyres affect braking ability due to extreme friction. Hence tyre pressure supervision intended for assurance of
the correct tyre pressure eliminates all above difﬁculties and offers several advantages when vehicle
performance and safety is considered [1–5]. The tyre pressure monitoring methodologies are mainly
categorized in two groups; one is direct and another is indirect approach. The one is tyre rotation
monitoring and another is tyre pressure monitoring. In ﬁrst method, the angular speed of the wheel is
measured in intention to correlate it with desired pressure and send alert to the control panel. In second,
pressure gauges are employed which captures pressure inside the wheel and send warning signal to
control system. The second method is very popular as reads pressure directly, the instrumentation
required is readily available and work in both static and dynamic driving conditions. The pneumatic tyres
demand such supervision as the pressurized air performs role of spring and diminishes the vibration. The
direct approach involves the use of a pressure sensor attached on the interior or exterior part of the wheel
rims. The sensor needs to be integrated with the signal conditioning, processing and controlling
components for the data acquisition, i.e., to the centralized control module. The data is acquired, analyzed
and interpreted to send an alert if the pressure rating in the tyre is less as compared to the desirable level.
The direct approach is advantageous with the aspects such as it provides real pressure value, not prone to
false readings due to tyre rotations or replacements, the power batteries usually last for a longer time, etc.
But the issues like costlier instrumentation, non-serviceable batteries (once it is exhausted, the complete
sensor has to replaced), requirement of continuous installation, servicing, and replacement limits the
approach for real time pressure monitoring. As the name implies an indirect approach does not truly
estimates tyre pressure but correlates the performance of other easily measurable parameter with that of
pressure. It classically uses sensor to measure wheel velocity as same as anti-lock braking provision. The
rate of revolution a wheel indicates how fast the tyre is rotating. Once the speed is known, the diameter
of tyre is easily deduced. Now if a speed of wheel is measured as more than the desirable, the alert of
‘underinﬂated tyre’ is set. This approach is relatively economical as compared to other approaches. It also
involves less coding/repairs for the years. There is no need of separate installation and maintenance. It is
fully depends on diameter of the tyre and respective rate of revolution. Hence care must be taken while
replacement. This method may act unreliable in case of faulty, uneven tyres. The control system has to be
reset every re-inﬂation of the tyre [6–9]. In the continuation of the indirect approach, the use of an
accelerometer and driveline data also has reported by many researchers. A scheme proposed by Zhu et al.
[10] incorporates used an intelligent tyre with 3-axis accelerometers. It is stated that an accelerometer is
suitable for continuous and truthful interpretation of pressure accompanied with fewer electronic
components. The prototype was developed and data acquisition was carried out for various input
conditions. The emphasis was given for examining acceleration in the direction of circumference of the
rim. The correlation between vibration frequency and pressure was deduced after the data analytics. The
veriﬁcation of the prototype was made w.r.t. real time data acquired on a vehicle for same input
conditions. A novel approach developed by Wei et al. [11] uses fusion of piezoresistive pressure sensor
and accelerometer to create monolithic composite sensor. An attempt was made to enhance the sensitivity
with seismic-mass being electroplated. With an intention to provide on-chip known-good-die and reliable
monitoring, the electroplated metal mass was employed to attain the electrostatic self-testing function. It
is showed that the pressure sensor and accelerometers separately attained the improved sensitivity as
83.6 millivolts per Mega-Pascal and 15.6 microvolts per gravitational acceleration. Similar approach
integrating two sensors was presented. It includes the fusion of pressure sensor diaphragm and proofmass of accelerometer considerably decreases the chip size and moreover offers superior
manufacturability. The approach is feasible for measuring both pressure and acceleration [12].
Muhammad [7] analyzed a torsional model of tyre vibrations by considering stiffness & moment of
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inertia. The numerous rule-based algorithms are modeled interpret the pressure variation w.r.t. change in
vibration frequency showcased from respective torsional stiffness change. To overcome limitations of the
threshold-built approach based on pressure/temperature measurement Egaji et al. [13] has proposed
Dominance-built Rough Set Approach (DRSA). This is popularly recognized as multi-criteria
categorization and preference learning scheme. It is similar to the decision rule-sets based on if-then
conditions. First of all, the decision rule-sets were modeled based on one factor and other was kept ﬁx.
This resolved the problem of non-static and dynamic pressure/temperature relationship. Also the ﬁxed
factor was discretized to get rid of false alters. The two analysis levels were modeled based on this
approach such as pressure-based analytics and temperature-based analytics. This methodology were
implemented and showed that the proposed approach has led to a considerable decrease of wrong alerts.
Yunta et al. [14] measured deformation of the tyre based on substantial in door experimental analytics
using different parameters such as vertical load or slip angle. It is stated that there exists trustworthy
relationship between lateral force, tensile and compressive strain. An interpretation scheme from
experimental analytics was modeled and analyzed using MATLAB Simulink to showcase the competency
of strain measuring sensors to estimate grip loss and deduce the lateral friction coefﬁcient. Breglio et al.
[15] presented a wireless framework for an intelligent tire monitoring. It mainly involves a sensor module
integrated with a micro-controller, communication module. There were two sensors, i.e., ﬂex sensor and a
PVDF used to determine strain rate in free-rolling conditions, low speeds, acceleration and breaking in
real conditions. The relationship between measurements and physical parameters were examined to
exhibit the possibility to achieve a valuation of rolling speed of wheel with the use of a signal processing
schemes. Zhou et al. [16] presented sensor fusion built rule-based algorithm. A combined mathematical
model was developed to integrate three algorithms based on Bayesian, relative distance and multi-sensor
weighted fusion. The comparative result showed that multi-sensory weighted fusion scheme serves better.
Zhao et al. [17] used an accelerometer to detect the vertical axle acceleration and a dynamic pressure
sensor placed on tyre valve stem to measure dynamic pressure. The transfer functions are derived and
employed to determine the road proﬁle. Persson et al. [18] utilized response of vibration and estimation
of wheel radius for tyre pressure monitoring. The fusion of these two parameters is incorporated for
identiﬁcation of pressure losses and robustness owing to various input conditions. It is showed that the
pressure loss more than 15% in multiple tyres can be identiﬁed within a minute. Prasanthi et al. [19]
reported a research on monitoring tyre pressure using the android phone. The alert using the color
indications were implemented to communicate via Serial port Bluetooth proﬁle. Jeong et al. [20] carried
out characterization of tyre based on the Buckingham theorem and with the use of signals from an
intelligent tire sensor. Further, the estimator algorithm was developed using standing wave characteristics
and it was validated by performing experimentation considering diverse tyre conditions. Sujon et al. [21]
presented a state of art review for highlighting practices in Weigh-in-Motion (WIM) in transport
applications by emphasizing on proﬁts, limits, cost-effectiveness, and usage of data. Kumar et al. [22]
proposed an indirect condition monitoring approach considering thermodynamics principle relates to a
variation in vehicle-bridge interaction loads to a variation in dynamic pressure of a tyre. The approach
was executed in two phases. The ﬁrst was based on estimation of uncertainty in tyre parameters
considering the Bayesian inference and implementation of the Stein variational gradient descent. The later
on was about reconstruction of a variation in vehicle-bridge interaction loads from acquired tyre pressure
signal seeing a damaged bridge. Abbi et al. [23] presented a novel approach for supervising tyre pressure
through an application on an Android phone. It notiﬁes and indicates color change when there would be a
proper warning regarding over or under inﬂated tyres. Hence as far as on-board supervision and
automated prediction of tyre condition for two wheeled vehicle is considered, the traditional schemes are
turn to be incompatible. Moreover many schemes require regular manual conduct, are expensive and
prone to limitations as stated above with respective case. In this perspective, the ML approach acts
appropriate as it exhibits comparison of speciﬁc performance in the past with present, intended for
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predicting the same in near future. Therefore, this paper describes in-house designed DAQ applied for
supervising tyre pressure of two wheeled vehicle and demonstrates experimental assessment using
machine learning scheme. The in-house development of DAQ is described at the beginning of the paper.
In intention of acquiring vibration of wheel hub, the experiments were systematically designed
considering different factors such as pressure in tyre, speed of vehicle and road conditions. The change in
response of wheel hub vibration with respect to time is collected for all the experimentation. The
statistical parameters describing these vibration signals are determined and the decision tree is applied to
select distinguishing parameters between all extracted parameters. The classiﬁcation of different
conditions of tyre pressure is carried out using ML classiﬁers. Fig. 1 shows the framework for the current
investigation.

Figure 1: Framework for the tyre pressure supervision of two-wheeler using machine learning
2 In-House Design and Development of DAQ
The condition monitoring of any component of a mechanical system initiates with the observation of
change in the response of performance indicators. Subsequently, signiﬁcant changes in the response lead
to typical failure. For current investigation, the literature states that the wheel hub vibration is a reliable
indicator for the interpretation of a tyre pressure. It is also learnt that existing vibration measurement
systems (generally called as ‘classic vibration analyzers’) are certainly not affordable due to higher costs
[24]. In this context, development of a competent low cost system is the need of an hour. Hence, the inhouse design & development of DAQ incorporating open source hardware and software has been
advocated. The primary objective of this system is to acquire wheel hub vibration and secondarily to
store the data for analyzing trend of response. An open source low-priced microcontroller Arduino Mega
was interfaced with an accelerometer ADXL335 and communicated to Microsoft Excel to accumulate &
exhibit the acquired readings [25–27].
2.1 Arduino Mega2560 as a Microcontroller
Arduino is an open-source prototype package created using a handy, user-friendly hardware and
software. The package comprises of a programed circuit board and convenient software named Arduino
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) used to design and run the computer program to the physical
board. It offers a customary form factor which divides the roles of the micro-controller into an added
manageable platform. There exist various types of Arduino packages based on kind of microcontrollers
incorporated. One such kind ‘Arduino-Mega’ is based on microprocessor model ‘ATmega2560’. The
Mega2560 has 16 analog ports which read the analog signal from a sensor and convert it into a digital
value that can be read by the microprocessor. The each pin provides 10 bits of resolution. The clock
speed is 16 Megahertz. Apart from this it has lots 54 digital input/output ports; 14 from which are
utilized for pulse width modulation (PWM). The provision of a USB linkage, a power card, and a reset
button makes the board as whole package for data acquisition. The greater number of ports makes this
package more competent for as assignment where cluster of inputs or outputs is essential [28].
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2.2 MEMS Accelerometer as a Sensor
Micro Electro-Mechanical Scheme (MEMS) built accelerometer ADXL335 is used. It is small in size,
tinny, consumes less power and converts acceleration into conditioned proportional voltage. The range in
terms of gravitational acceleration is +/– 3 g. The provision of choosing the bandwidth with the help of
three capacitors, i.e., CX, CY, and CZ at respective ports Xout, Yout, and Zout makes this accelerometer
suitable and reliable for many applications for frequency range of 0.5 Hertz to 1600 Hertz for X and Y
axes, and 0.5 Hz to 550 Hz for Z axis. The ﬁltering of signal can be incorporated by setting the
bandwidth through additional capacitors so as to enhance resolution and avoids the aliasing effect. The
bandwidth is chosen with respect to the Table 1.
Table 1: Filter capacitor selection [29]
Bandwidth (Hz)
Capacitor (μF)

1
4.7

10
0.47

50
0.10

100
0.05

200
0.027

500
0.01

The material used for base of an accelerometer is a silicon wafer. The usual accelerometer consists of a
spring mass system. Here the poly-silicon ﬂexural springs are used to hang down the mass on silicon wafer
base as shown in Fig. 2. This linkage offers an opposition to counter forces of acceleration. The differential
capacitance is measured when the distance between mobile plates of suspended mass and independent
immobile plates changes due to input displacement. The immobile plates are compelled by out-of-phase
square waveform by 180°. The displacement causes change in distance between moving and ﬁxed plates
which further changes capacitance and thus the output voltage can be measured to examine the
acceleration [29].

Figure 2: Mechanism used in MEMS accelerometer
2.3 Mechatronic Design for Data Acquisition
The resolution of a data acquisition system is depends on the number of bits of a microcontroller. An ‘n’
bit analog to digital conversion provides ‘2N’ resolution. The each pin Arduino ATmega2560 provides
10 bits, i.e., it has a resolution of one part in 210 which is nothing but 1024. Therefore, a 10-bit analog to
digital convertor driven by maximum input of 5 volt to output the resolution of measurement into 5 volt/
1024 = 0.004882813 volt = 4.88 mV. Since the output of an accelerometer is ratio-metric, hence, the
output sensitivity (popularly regarded as a scaling factor or multiplication factor) differs proportionately
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with respect to the input voltage. For example, Vsin = 3.3 V provides the sensitivity as 330 millivolts per
gravitational acceleration. The Eq. (1) is used to convert the output voltage into equivalent acceleration.
As per the data sheet [29] the output voltage at ‘0’ gravitational acceleration is also considered as ratiometric, therefore output at ‘0’ gravitational acceleration is usually assumed as half of input supply
voltage. The acceleration (a) measured in m/sec2 can be calculated as:
a¼

Output voltage ðmillivoltsÞ  Output voltage at ‘ 0’ g ðmillivoltsÞ


 9:81
millivolts
Sensitivity
g

(1)

The Fig. 3 shows mechatronic integration and connections made for mechatronic integration is
described here. The accelerometer has total ﬁve ports. The ﬁrst one is ‘GND’ ground to be connected to
‘GND’ of Arduino. The second is ‘VCC’ supply voltage to be connected to ‘Vin’ of Arduino. Finally,
Xout, Yout and Zout is channel output for X, Y and Z axes respectively to be connected to analog ports of
Arduino, i.e., A8, A9, A10, respectively. The Arduino can be powered either by USB port of a computer
or by an external power source. Here Vin pin is used to power the Arduino board from USB port of a
computer. The minimum rated time delay of 100 milliseconds was considered to acquire smallest change
in vibration response. Fig. 4 shows a prototype of DAQ with the provision of three channels for
accelerometers.

Figure 3: Mechatronic integration
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Figure 4: Prototype with three channels for accelerometer
In the current research, Arduino Mega was programmed with the Arduino software Integrated
Development Environment (Arduino-IDE) and communicated to Microsoft Excel to accumulate & exhibit
the acquired readings. The open-source Parallax-DAQ tool is utilized to communicate data from serial
monitor of Arduino to Excel. This feature can obtain data from 26 stations simultaneously from any
Parallax micro-controllers and saves into the columns. It offers easy analysis of the huge data composed
in, experimental analysis for real-time condition monitoring intended for fault diagnosis. The overall cost
of system is Rs. 3400/-. The Table 2 shows the details:
Table 2: Overall cost of the system
Sr. No.

Component name

Unit price (Rs.)

Number

Total (Rs.)

1
2
3
Total

Arduino Mega2560 as a microcontroller
MEMS based accelerometer ADXL335
Connectors, cables, body

1500/300/1000/-

1
3
–

1500/900/1000/3400/-

3 Experimental Study
The new two wheeled vehicle ‘Honda CB-Shine’ completed just 3500 km running within six months
was selected for experimentation. A model number engraved on the outer side provide speciﬁcations of
the tyre. The Fig. 5 shows the tyre of make ‘MRF Zapper FS’ with ‘80/100 R18’ model number. The
number ‘80’ indicates the width of the tyre’s cross section in millimeters; the aspect ratio of the sidewall
height to the cross section width is ‘100’. This letter ‘R’ speciﬁes radial construction. The number ‘18’
indicates the diameter of the wheel expressed in inches [30]. A radial tyre offers a good fuel economy,
comfort and is popularly used in two wheeled vehicles, hence being selected here for this study.
The scope of this experimentation is:
 Tyre pressure interpretation using wheel hub vibrations response
 Study of vibration response using statistical approach
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 Classiﬁcation using ML algorithms
 Developing and implementing real time tyre pressure supervision system using machine learning
approach

Figure 5: The tyre model ‘80/100 R18’
The Fig. 6 shows the experimental setup. An accelerometer was mounted on each front and rear axle’s
hubs with the help of adhesive to be held securely as shown in Fig. 7. For various pressure conditions, the
change in response of wheel hub vibration with respect to time was collected. The proﬁle selected for
experimentation was a plane road throughout. Since this approach is applied for ﬁrst time, road with
irregular proﬁle was not considered. The testing was carried out with two persons with average weight of
around 80 kg; one was driving and another one was accompanying the driver. The load acting on vehicle
is important factor for monitoring tyre pressure and hence obviously affects the pressure if it more than
rated load. But since the road proﬁle was plane, the vibration will evolve only when there would be less
pressure in the tyre and it will not get affected due to load. Moreover, two persons with average weight
of around 80 kg were selected. If load acting on vehicle is less than above speciﬁed, there will not be
signiﬁcant change in the model. If it is more than that, it may affect the tyre pressure. The
experimentation was carried out for roughly 2 minutes so as complete the deﬁned road track.

Figure 6: Experimental setup
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Figure 7: Positioning of accelerometers
The speed of vehicle was ensured not to exceed 15 m/sec. The recommended tyre pressure for this model
(Rider & Pillion) is 25 PSI and 41 PSI for front and rear wheels respectively. This was considered as defect
free condition (perfectly inﬂated tyre), i.e., ‘A’. The pressure at 20 PSI and 30 PSI for front and rear wheels
was considered as partial defect condition (partially inﬂated tyre), i.e., ‘B’. The pressure rate below 15 and
25 PSI respectively was considered to be defective condition (Punctured tyre), i.e., ‘C’. It is observed that the
speeds less than 5 m/sec with recommended tyre pressure did not show the adequate response in acceleration
hence it was categorized as the stable condition, i.e., ‘D’. Table 3 shows the typical tyre conditions
considered for the experimentation.
Table 3: Tyre conditions considered
Tyre pressure (PSI)
Front wheel

Tyre condition

Name for category

Perfectly inﬂated
Partially inﬂated
Punctured
Stable

‘A’
‘B’
‘C’
‘D’

Rear wheel

25
41
20
30
15
25
Speeds less than 5 m/sec
with recommended pressure

The normal driving with speed within the speciﬁed range was adopted for the testing. The testing for all
conditions stated above was conducted. The change in response of acceleration (g) with respect to time (sec)
for rear wheel is represented by Figs. 8a–8d. The similar kind of response was also observed for front wheel
also. It is observed that the Z axis of the accelerometer is highly responsive to the hub vibrations as compared
to X and Y direction. The substantial change in amplitude can be seen for all 4 conditions. The analysis of
this data using ML approach is explained in next section.
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Figure 8: (a) Time domain plots for perfectly inﬂated tyre (Condition A), (b) Time domain plots for partially
inﬂated tyre (Condition B), (c) Time domain plots for punctured tyre (Condition C), (d) Time domain plots
for stable condition (Condition D)
4 Data Analysis Using Machine Learning Scheme
The time domain plots exhibits the change in the vibration response with respect to time. The substantial
change in amplitude was shown for all 4 conditions but alone may not be useful for accurate categorization of
tyre conditions. Hence statistical data analysis is essential step to perceive more information from the
vibration response. This has to be followed by separation of distinct statistical attributes according to the
tyre conditions so as to classiﬁcation rule sets can be developed. The machine learning algorithms are
most suitable for development of such rule sets. Hence this framework was adopted for current
investigation and explained stepwise in further subsections.
4.1 Attribute Extraction
It was observed that the acquisition of vibration response of each case reﬂected near about 20,000 data
points. The sampling was incorporated to create multiple testers out of the complete response. It was reorganized in such a way that the each tester comprises of near about 1024 data points. In the current
investigation total 80 testers were used (i.e., 20 testers for each case * 4 case = 80 testers) for each front
and rear wheel conditions. As stated earlier that this data has to be summarized in form of descriptive
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statistics, the statistical attributes were mined for each tester. The attributes are nothing but the indicative
statistical parameters of particular condition. The vibration response with respect to time can be read by














Range
Summation
Minimum
Standard error
Maximum
Count
Mean
Variation
Skewness
Mode
Median
Standard deviation
Kurtosis

The event-driven program was designed and implemented in Microsoft Excel for data mining. This
makes the attribute extraction process easier and consumes signiﬁcantly less time. As result of attribute
extraction, each tester was represented by thirteen attributes.
4.2 Attribute Selection
In intention with the condition wise classiﬁcation, the attribute which differs from each other must be
selected and similar attributes are to be eliminated. Hence in the second step, signiﬁcant attributes are
selected using decision tree. This reduces number of the attributes participating training the data and
hence time required for building the model. Here altogether thirteen attributes are supplied to
J48 decision tree selector and created tree is presented in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Feature selection using decision tree
It can be perceived that only 4 attributes, i.e., median, mode, mean and minimum value selected by
J48 tree considered to be noteworthy. The rule sets are self-explanatory. If the ‘median’ is greater than
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–0.2378, the attribute is classiﬁed as ‘mode’. If ‘mode’ is less than or equal to 0.208091, attribute is classiﬁed
as ‘mean’. If ‘mean’ less than or equal to –0.24966, the class is categorized as ‘B’ for 4 samples. With the
same linage, on the other hand ‘mean’ more than or equal to –0.24966, the class is categorized as ‘A’ for
18 samples. In the similar way, other classes are also categorized. Hence these four attributes were only
used further for the categorization. The approach of considering different number of attributes affects the
classiﬁcation accuracy. The Table 4 shows the effect of number of feature on classiﬁcation accuracy and
found to have similar results as of decision tree. When only 4 features considered, the accuracy is
maximum as familiar to decision tree. When only 4 features considered, the accuracy is maximum as
familiar to decision tree. When only 4 features considered, the accuracy is maximum as familiar to
decision tree.
Table 4: Contribution of attributes and respective accuracy
No. of features

1

1–2

1–3

1–4

1–5

1–6

1–7

1–8

1–9

1–10

1–11

1–12

Accuracy (%)

66.2

76.2

80.1

82.2

82.2

82.2

82.2

82.2

82.2

82.2

81.8

80.1

Note: Here 1. Median, 2. Mean, 3. Mode, 4. Minimum, 5. Range, 6. Summation, 7. Standard error, 8. Maximum, 9. Variation, 10. Skewness, 11.
Standard deviation, 12. Kurtosis.

4.3 Attribute Classiﬁcation
The classiﬁcation in terms of machine learning is deﬁned as ‘a supervised learning approach’. The input
data is used to train the mathematical rule based codes and then trained rules are used to classify new
conditions. The machine learning algorithms is the most competent tool for the categorization of different
conditions. Hence two tree family based algorithms, i.e., hoeffding tree & random forest tree were
employed for attribute classiﬁcation. The statistically mined data with signiﬁcant attributes choose from
decision tree was supplied to the classiﬁers.
4.3.1 A Hoeffding Tree
A Hoeffding classiﬁer is trains the huge in an incremental approach. It is based on presumption that the
delivery producing instances do not vary with respect to time. It believes that fact a minor sample may
frequently be sufﬁcient to select an optimum feature for classiﬁcation. This principle is justiﬁed
arithmetically using Hoeffding portion, which enumerates the quantity of cases required to evaluate
certain information inside a set. This approach was originally designed to trace web-click ﬂow and
estimate prediction of the next one. The main advantage of hoeffding classiﬁer is that the training of data
is possible with lesser number of samples. Because it is sufﬁcient to select optimum separation attributes
[31]. The Eq. (2) used to decide minimum number of samples required for separation of node.
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R2 ln 1=d
e¼
(2)
2n
where ‘R’ is range of random variable r, ‘n’ is independent observations, mean computed from sample minus
ravg, true mean of r is at least ravg minus ε, with probability 1 – d given by user. The scaling of the hoeffding
classiﬁer is much superior to conventional methods. It acts sub-linear with the sampling. It consumes very
small memory. It makes parallel class predictions and adds new data as it streams in. But due to development
of decision tree for each subset it consumes lot of time to build the trained model. Hence the hoeffding
classiﬁer is useful where the number of samples involved in analysis is less, i.e., smaller datasets [32].
4.3.2 Random Forest Tree
The algorithm develops associations of multiple decision trees followed by the integration with one
another with an intention to achieve enhanced, stable and honest prediction estimate. The Fig. 10 shows
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the principle of working. It uses classiﬁcation and regression both hence regarded as collective method. Due
to addition of the extra randomness while development of tree like pattern, the training of model becomes
healthy. The important feature is that it identiﬁes the most noteworthy feature between random
subdivisions rather than while splitting the node. This expansive assortment develops the superior model.
Here, ﬁrst step is the creation of multiple subdivisions of dataset and develop corresponding decision
trees simultaneously. The Fig. 10 is self-explanatory; ‘n’ number of subdivisions will have ‘n’ number of
decision trees. The concluding step is to ﬁnd mean of all analysis [33].

Figure 10: Principle of working of random forest classiﬁer
The random forest is very popular for its unparalleled accurate performance amongst other algorithms. It
performs well for larger data sets and able to analyze several input attributes without any loss. It also
determines the signiﬁcant attributes for perfect classiﬁcation. As the forest construction grows, it
estimates an internal unbiased for generalization error. It retains the accuracy of model wherein a data
with larger proportion is missing. This is achieved by estimating the missing data. It also facilitates the
balancing of the error in unbalanced sets. It calculates relationships between sets which can be utilized
for assembly, tracing outliers and scaling. All these competences of random forest algorithm can be
extended for analyzing unlabeled data sets to drive unsupervised learning [34].
5 Results and Discussion
In this section, the result of classiﬁcation of different tyre conditions is explained with the help of
detailed class-wise accuracy and validation is explained with the help of confusion matrix.
5.1 Detailed Class-Wise Accuracy
The detailed accuracy is elaborated using various terms like Precision, False Positive, Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) area, True Positive, Recall.






The true positive indicates how correctly the trained data estimates prediction of the true label
The false positive indicates how wrongly the trained data estimates prediction of the true label
The Matthews correlation coefﬁcient (MCC) indicates the quality of binary classiﬁcations
The precision indicates the % of correctly classiﬁed results among the reclaimed ones
The Recall indicates the % of total relevant results correctly categorized
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 The F measure indicates the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall
 The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) area indicates in general quality of the classiﬁers. It is
a graph of TP portion (i.e., sensitivity) on x axis and FP portion (i.e., 1 – speciﬁcity) on Y axis
 The Precision Recall Curve (PRC) area is a graph of precision on X axis and recall on Y axis
The parameters mentioned above are considered while examining performance of the classiﬁers. The
detailed performance of classiﬁcation for hoeffding tree (front and rear wheel) and random forest tree
(front and rear wheel) is stated here.
The detailed performance of classiﬁcation for hoeffding tree (front and rear wheel) and random forest
tree (front and rear wheel) is stated below.
The accuracy in terms of all these parameters (front & rear wheel conditions) using hoeffding tree and
random forest tree is shown in Tables 5a–5d, respectively. The detailed accuracy for front wheel using
hoeffding tree is stated here. The properly classiﬁed instances are 68 and imperfectly are 12 out of 80,
i.e., 85% and 15%, respectively. The mean absolute error is 0.0803. Root mean square error is 0.2586.
Percentage relative absolute error is 21.40. Percentage root relative squared error is 59.72. The class-wise
detailed accuracy is given in Table 5. The weighted average of TP rate is 0.850, FP rate is 0.050,
precision is 0.854, recall is 0.850, F-measure is 0.851, MCC is 0.802, ROC area is 0.923, and PRC area
is 0.813. Similarly Tables 5b–5d show detailed accuracy for remaining cases and is self-explanatory.
Table 5a: Detailed accuracy for hoeffding tree (front wheel)
Classiﬁcation
Number of samples trained
Accurately classiﬁed samples
Classiﬁcation accuracy
Wrongly classiﬁed samples
Misclassiﬁcation
Inter-rater agreement using Cohen’s kappa

80
68
85%
12
15%
0.8

Errors
Root relative square (RRSE)
Relative absolute (RAE)
Mean absolute (MAE)
Root mean square (RMSE)

59.72%
21.40%
0.0803
0.2586

TP rate

FP rate

Precision

Recall

F-measure

MCC

ROC area

PRC area

Class

0.750
0.750
0.900
1.000

0.050
0.117
0.033
0.000

0.833
0.682
0.900
1.000

0.750
0.750
0.900
1.000

0.750
0.750
0.900
1.000

0.789
0.714
0.900
1.000

0.893
0.838
0.961
1.000

0.707
0.649
0.896
1.000

A
B
C
D
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Table 5b: Detailed accuracy for hoeffding tree (rear wheel)
Classiﬁcation
Number of samples trained
Accurately classiﬁed samples
Classiﬁcation accuracy
Wrongly classiﬁed samples
Misclassiﬁcation
Inter-rater agreement using Cohen’s kappa

80
71
88.75%
9
11.25%
0.8

Errors
Root relative square (RRSE)
Relative absolute (RAE)
Mean absolute (MAE)
Root mean square (RMSE)

44.21%
15.58%
0.0585
0.1914

TP rate

FP rate

Precision

Recall

F-measure

MCC

ROC area

PRC area

Class

0.900
0.750
0.900
1.000

0.050
0.050
0.050
0.000

0.857
0.833
0.857
1.000

0.900
0.750
0.900
1.000

0.878
0.789
0.878
1.000

0.837
0.726
0.837
0.850

0.984
0.969
0.985
1.000

0.968
0.876
0.971
1.000

A
B
C
D

Table 5c: Detailed accuracy for random forest tree (front wheel)
Classiﬁcation
Number of samples trained
Accurately classiﬁed samples
Classiﬁcation accuracy
Wrongly classiﬁed samples
Misclassiﬁcation
Inter-rater agreement using Cohen’s kappa

80
72
90%
8
10%
0.8

Errors
Root relative square (RRSE)
Relative absolute (RAE)
Mean absolute (MAE)
Root mean square (RMSE)

46.58%
16.29%
0.0611
0.2017

TP rate

FP rate

Precision

Recall

F-measure

MCC

ROC area

PRC area

Class

0.900
0.800
0.900
1.000

0.050
0.067
0.017
0.000

0.857
0.800
0.947
1.000

0.900
0.800
0.900
1.000

0.878
0.800
0.923
1.000

0.837
0.733
0.899
1.000

0.970
0.933
0.972
1.000

0.843
0.794
0.958
1.000

A
B
C
D
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Table 5d: Detailed accuracy for random forest tree (rear wheel)
Classiﬁcation
Number of samples trained
Accurately classiﬁed samples
Classiﬁcation accuracy
Wrongly classiﬁed samples
Misclassiﬁcation
Inter-rater agreement using Cohen’s kappa

80
73
91.25%
7
8.75%
0.8

Errors
Root relative square (RRSE)
Relative absolute (RAE)
Mean absolute (MAE)
Root mean square (RMSE)

42.02%
19.98%
0.0749
0.182

TP rate

FP rate

Precision

Recall

F-measure

MCC

ROC area

PRC area

Class

0.850
0.900
0.900
1.000

0.033
0.083
0.000
0.000

0.895
0.783
1.000
1.000

0.850
0.900
0.900
1.000

0.872
0.837
0.947
1.000

0.831
0.781
0.933
1.000

0.983
0.964
0.995
1.000

0.861
0.865
0.985
1.000

A
B
C
D

5.2 Classiﬁcation Based on Training and Testing Data-Sets
The classiﬁcation based on training and testing data is stated ﬁrst. The total data is split into two parts
with ratio of 60–40% and comparison is presented in Table 6.
Table 6: Accuracy for training and testing data-sets
Algorithm
Accuracy (%)

Test set (8 samples)
10 fold (All samples)

HFT (Rear)

HFT (Front)

RFT (Rear)

RFT (Front)

96.12
88.75

94.25
85

98.35
91.25

96.25
90

5.3 Validation of the Classiﬁcation
The validity of the experimentation based on ‘k’ cross validation tool to obtain a classiﬁcation matrix is
demonstrated here. The test data is divided into 10 folds and compared with trained data. Tables 7 and 8
shows the classiﬁcation matrix using for the Hoeffding tree and random forest tree respectively. Table 7a
demonstrations the matrix for front wheel using Hoeffding tree yielding accuracy of 85%. It is observed
from classiﬁcation matrix for condition ‘A’, 15/20 testers were properly classiﬁed as ‘defect free’ and
5/20 tester was imperfectly classiﬁed as ‘B’. For condition ‘B’, 15/20 testers were properly classiﬁed as
‘B’, 3/20 tester was imperfectly classiﬁed as ‘A’ and 2/20 as ‘C’. For condition ‘C’, 18/20 was properly
classiﬁed as ‘C’ and 2/20 tester was imperfectly classiﬁed as ‘B’. Lastly for condition ‘D’, all
20/20 testers were properly classiﬁed. Similarly other classiﬁcation matrices can be understood.
Fig. 11 shows classiﬁcation accuracy for both the classiﬁers and comparative illustration. It can be easily
learnt that the both the classiﬁers performs well and scores more than 85% accuracy for both wheels. The
random forest classiﬁer performs the best as it yielded accuracy 90% and above as compare to the
hoeffding tree. This shows that the algorithms selected for this application are well suitable for
classifying hub vibration relating to corresponding tyre condition.
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Table 7: Classiﬁcation result using Hoeffding tree classiﬁer
Class
(a) Front wheel
Perfectly inﬂated tyre
Partially inﬂated tyre
Punctured tyre
Stable
(b) Rear wheel
Perfectly inﬂated tyre
Partially inﬂated tyre
Punctured tyre
Stable

Perfectly inﬂated tyre

Partially inﬂated tyre

Punctured tyre

Stable

15
03
00
00

05
15
02
00

00
02
18
00

00
00
00
20

18
03
00
00

01
15
02
00

01
02
18
00

00
00
00
20

Table 8: Classiﬁcation result using Random forest tree classiﬁer
Class
(a) Front wheel
Perfectly inﬂated tyre
Partially inﬂated tyre
Punctured tyre
Stable
(b) Rear wheel
Perfectly inﬂated tyre
Partially inﬂated tyre
Punctured tyre
Stable

Perfectly inﬂated tyre

Partially inﬂated tyre

Punctured tyre

Stable

18
03
00
00

02
16
02
00

01
01
18
00

00
00
00
20

17
02
00
00

03
18
02
00

00
00
18
00

00
00
00
20

Figure 11: Comparative illustration for classiﬁcation accuracy
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6 Conclusions
The in-house designed DAQ applied for supervising tyre pressure of two wheeled vehicle and
experimental assessment using machine learning scheme is successfully demonstrated. The classiﬁcation
using Hoeffding tree classiﬁer yielded accuracy of 88.75% and 85% for rear and front wheel respectively.
The classiﬁcation using random forest tree classiﬁer yielded accuracy of 91.25% and 90.00% for rear and
front wheel respectively. Therefore vibration based monitoring using machine learning scheme is found
suitable and capable of classifying tyre pressure condition. Further, for future analysis, the various levels
of load acting on vehicle, tyre pressure and road conditions can be considered while acquiring the data
and generalized model can be designed. The clear distinction of tyre pressure condition using ML scheme
would be implemented for on-board prediction of punctured condition and users can get relieved from
irritation and waste of time. The incorporation of SD card with Arduino would eliminate use of computer
so as to acquire real time data directly. For on-board implementation, trained rubrics (in form of a
condition based algorithm) can be saved in SD card. This would facilitate simultaneous comparison of
real time data with trained rubrics to predict the tyre condition. The framework can act even smarter by
integrating it with Internet of Things (IoT).
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